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Abstract— Task of extract ing useful and interesting knowledge fro m large data is called data min ing. It has many
aspects like clustering, classificat ion, anomaly detection, association rule min ing etc. A mong such data min ing aspects,
association rule min ing has gained a lot o f interest among the researchers. So me a pplicat ions of association mining
include analysis of stock database, mining of the web data, diagnosis in medical do main and analysis of customer
behavior. In past, many algorith ms were developed by researchers for mining frequent itemsets but the problem is that it
generates candidate itemsets. So, to overco me it tree based approach for mining frequent patterns were developed that
performs the min ing operation by constructing tree with item on its node that eliminates the disadvantage of most of the
algorith ms. The paper tries to address the problem of finding frequent itemset by compressing the fuzzy FP tree wh ich
confines itemsets into fuzzy regions with the membership value. The application of the co mpression mechanism results
in co mpact tree structure that reduces the computation time. The proposed method is co mpared with the conventional
method for analy zing the performance.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Data min ing has become an important as necessity of extract ing the meaningful information fro m data has gained
advantage for decision making and behavioral analysis [1]. It also focuses on analyzing the relat ionship among the data
and finds the hidden patterns in the data. The knowledge obtained with help of data min ing techniques can be utilized for
solving complex p roblems such as detection of fraud identificat ion to enhance cus tomer buying behavior. As most of the
users are not professionally trained to analyze the patterns of the data, data min ing technique in such cases resolve the
problem to identify patterns for better decision making.
The problem of rule extraction introduced in 1993 by Agrawal et.al [1] as stated below:
Let Item be a set of items. A set Y = {item1 . . . itemk}  Item is called an itemset, or a n-itemset if it contains n items. A
transaction over Item is T = (ID, Item) where ID is the transaction identifier and Item is an itemset. A transaction T = (ID,
Item) is said to support an itemset Y  Item, if Y  Item. A transaction database TD is a set of transactions. If the support
of an item sup_item is greater than the specified user-defined threshold value, the item is considered as frequent itemset
in the data. An association rule is an expression of the form A  B, where A and B are item sets, A∩B =NULL, where A
is called the antecedent and B is called the consequent of the rule. The support of an association rule A  B in TD is the
support of A  B in TD [2]. The confidence of an association rule A  B in TD is defined as given formu la:
Confidence ( A  B, TD) = sup_item ( A  B, TD) [2]
sup_item ( A, TD)
The rule is considered if it exceeds defined threshold value [2]. The association rule mining helps in identification of the
rule with the interestingness for decision making and market analysis. The need of rule mining becomes important in
every sector. The availability and high dimensionality of data becomes a problem for finding the rules. The applications
of association rule min ing are given in [3].
The Organization of paper is as follows: section II discusses Fuzzy Association Rule M ining, section III Literature
Study, section IV Proposed Work, section V Experimental Results and Performance Analysis and Conclusion and Future
Work is exp lained in section VI.
II.

FUZZY ASSOCIATION RULE MINING

Earlier, the frequent itemsets were determined based on the transactions of binary data. Recently, fuzzy data are used to
determine the frequent itemsets because it provides the nature of frequent items et i.e., it describes whether the frequent
itemset consists of only highly / mediu m / less purchased items or combination of all these based on the fuzzy partit ions
correspond to quantity purchased.
The concept of fuzzy set theory was introduced by Prof. L. A. Zadeh in 1965 [4]. It is mainly concerned with
quantifying and reasoning using natural language and functions which is similar to hu man reasoning. Fuzzy uses
predefined membership function to transform each quantitave values into membership values in linguistic terms. The
membership value ranges in the interval [0, 1]. The range of the membership value is a subset of the non -negative real
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numbers. Then it calculates maximu m card inalities of each linguistic term on all t ransactional data. Based on these
cardinalities, mining process is performed to find fu zzy frequent items and association rules.
III.
RELATED WORK
The most basic algorith m for finding the frequent itemsets is the Apriori algorith m [5]. The algorith m works in two major
steps join and prune. Each Itemset is considered as candidate 1-itemset. The frequent itemsets that satisfy the support are
combined to obtain the candidate set. Here, algorith m extends candidate generation procedure of Apriori to add pruning
using interest measure.
For handling large databases a new approach for co mpact tree structure is done for co mpressing the original
transaction tree. The co mpact transaction tree [6] (CT tree) has two parts head and body. The head part contains the item
name and frequency count of the item and the body part contains the frequency count of occurrence of item in the
transaction. The CT-Apriori algorith m finds frequent patterns fro m the co mpact databases. This approach reduces
amount of storage space and running time of the algorith m. However, t he Apriori candidate generation may require some
storage space.
Another basic algorithm developed by Han et al. in [7] is the frequent pattern tree growth algorithm (FP tree). This
has an advantage over the Apriori algorith m as it reduces space and time co mplexity. The algorith m requires two
database scans; one is for constructing and ordering frequent patterns and second is for tree branches building. But, it
generates massive number of conditional FP trees.
Tannu Arora et al. in [8] proposed Dynamic FP ap proach which uses combine approach of Dynamic itemset
counting and FP t ree. Dynamic itemset counting algorith m is an extension to Apriori algorithm used to reduce number of
scans on the dataset. In this approach, itemsets are dynamically added and deleted as transactions are read. By using
combine approach we can mine the frequent itemsets dynamically without any candidate generation.
The insertion of new t ransactions and deletion of old transactions may result as no longer are rule interesting and
new ru les have appeared. As a result the traditional algorithms such as Apriori and FP growth algorith ms may require
scanning of the entire database. As such a new methodology was proposed by C. I. Ezeife [9] which stores all the
informat ion in a FP tree structure named DB tree. With minimu m support is equal to 0, DB t ree can be seen as FP tree
and based on min imu m support desired FP tree can be projected out. And a PotFP t ree (Potential Frequent Pattern)
algorith m is considered that predicts future possible values of the frequent itemsets. Principle of PotFP tree is in between
two extremes i.e. between storing all items (DB tree) and storing only frequent items (FP tree). The benefit of PotFP is
that even if database update may cause the grouping of the items to form a large database, the scanning of the database is
not required.
A. Vedula Venkateswara Rao et al. in [10], [11] proposed an approach which is FP tree as Directed Acyclic Graph.
Here, FP tree is constructed as DAG. In the DAG there is one source node an d multiple internal nodes and two sink
nodes. In this approach duplicate nodes are not allowed. Min ing is done in top -down fashion after tree construction.
Co mparing the support count of the data item with the user-defined support count value, the rule is validated.
R. Prabamanieswari in [12] has hybridized fuzzy concept with the frequent itemset min ing approach for generating
fuzzy partit ion of the data set in order to extract fuzzy records fro m resulted maximu m partit ion. The fu zzy records
whose fuzzy value satisfies the defined threshold value are considered for determining fu zzy frequent 1-itemset. This
process continues until the large fuzzy frequent itemset is retrieved. As this approach evaluates all the fuzzy frequent
itemset from the same cluster-based fuzzy set table instead of referring to the individual cluster table for each particular
itemset as the traditional fuzzy Apriori [13] algorith m fo llows results in reducing the time co mputation for scanning the
large database. Therefore, this method performs faster than the traditional approach.
K. Suriya Prabha et al. in [14] integrated fuzzy logic with frequent tree based algorith m to construct a compact sub tree for generating fuzzy frequent itemset fro m a quantitative database. Each node in the tree structure keeps track of its
individual fu zzy frequent itemset with membership value. The fu zzy regions can be constructed for each item in the data
which retains in the header table in the decreasing order of their occurrence. A fuzzy conditional pattern tree is built for
each frequent fuzzy region. The counts of the itemsets containing the fuzzy region are calculated recursively. As each
branch in the obtained FP tree considers membership values of the fu zzy reg ions in the transaction, therefore the coun t of
each fuzzy itemset resulting fro m the fuzzy intersection operator can be easily obtained without rescanning of the
database. Therefore the method performs significant outcome in terms of execution times, memo ry storage and reducing
the search space for discovery of fuzzy frequent itemsets compared to the existing algorith ms.
Chun-Wei Lin et al. in [15], [16], [17] proposed frequent fuzzy pattern tree which ext racts frequent fuzzy itemsets
fro m g lobal values of fu zzy regions. A fu zzy FP tree is a data structure which keeps frequent fuzzy regions. It first
transforms quantitative values in to linguistic terms. Each term use maximu m linguistic value among different regions.
Thus, for reducing the processing time number of fu zzy reg ions processed equal to number of itemsets. From fu zzy FP
tree, frequent fuzzy items represented by linguistic terms wh ich are more normal and lucid for hu man beings are derived.
The fuzzy association rules fro m quantitative data are efficiently and effectively mined with the he lp of fu zzy FP tree.
This process becomes much more co mplex since FP tree is extended fro m crisp to fuzzy FP tree.
More informat ion on survey of association rule min ing is given in [18].
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III.

PROPOS ED WORK

A. Introduction
In the transactional database, the frequent itemset are fu zzified assigning a membership value to each of them. The
membership values transform the transactions into fuzzy regions. Each reg ion having their membership value represents
the transaction with the itemset and their support count. Fo r finding the optimu m frequent patterns in large compressed
database, a directed acyclic graph with Fu zzy Frequent Pattern M ining approach will be used. The fu zzy FP tree is to be
constructed having the root at the base and corresponding itemset with the e xistence value of the item in the transactional
dataset. Each conditional FP tree is generated satisfying the min imu m support count. The conditional FP tree generation
is repeated until all the co mbinations are attended. The proposed methodology is describ ed in steps as following:
B. Transformati on of Data into Fuzzy Regions
The input transactional database is transformed into fuzzy set with the membership function for each item. The
membership function converts the data into different fuzzy reg ions. The card inality of fu zzy reg ion is co mputed for a
given itemset. The count for the maximu m value among the different reg ions is obtained and compared with the
minimu m threshold value for forming the header table.
C. Header Table and Fuzzy FP Tree Constructi on
The frequent fu zzy regions are sorted in descending order of the count. Fro m the sorted set of fu zzy itemsets the FP tree
is constructed. The root of the tree is in itially zero; the items are inserted into the tree based on their relat ion with the
parent node. The corresponding conditional fu zzy pattern tree is thus built fro m the preﬁx paths of the item in the Fu zzy
FP tree.
D. Tree Compression and Mi ning
The Fuzzy FP tree obtained is co mpressed with the properties of the Directed Acyclic Graph (DA G). The property states
that merge the two identical sub trees for obtaining the canonicity. The nodes of the tree with the same label are merged
only when they have a common parent node. Secondly, after merging the transactions delete nodes whose I -child is the
sink-0, and rep lace them with their 0-child. Moreover, DA G is a d irected graph where no path starts and ends at the same
vertex (i.e. it has no cycles) whereas a simple graph may contain cycles. A DAG has at least one source (i.e. a node that
has no incoming edges) and one sink (i.e. a node that has no outgoing edges). The final obtained tree is the compressed
tree for mining. The process of min ing considers each item fro m the leaf node and obtains sub -conditional patterns. All
the patterns obtained are pruned with the threshold value for finding the optimu m frequent pattern than fuzzy FP tree.
E. Proposed Algorithm
Input: Transactional Database D, Membership function mem_fn, minimum support
min_sup
Output: Fuzzy frequent patterns
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Transform D into fuzzy regions fregion with mem_fn
Count the support of each item in for a given fregion
Find the maximum value of in from all fregion
Compute the support of transactions supp_value and prune in>supp_value
Arrange the in as order of pruned in values
Construct the fuzzy FP-tree with root and items in
For each level L Find similar transactions
Reduce the size of D by compressing obtained similar transactions
a. Merging rule - merge identical sub trees (to obtain canonicity).
b. Zero-suppression rule - delete nodes whose I-child is the sink-0, and
replace them with their 0-child. //Sink node which has zero Outdegree.
9. Obtained the sub-conditional patterns of each item from the resultant
Compact FP Tree
10.
Check for the Computed Support value of the item with the supp_value
11.
Output the
FrequentRES
Patterns
IV.Optimal
EXPERIMENTAL
ULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYS IS
For experiments, we have taken Mushroom dataset [19] with 5644 records and 22 attributes is standard categorical data
having description of hypothetical samp les of 22 species fro m d ifferent classes from UCI repository on NetBeans IDE
7.1.2 in JA VA Programming Language. We have performed both existing Fuzzy Frequent Pattern Tree approach and
proposed Fuzzy Frequent Pattern Tree with DA G with sig moidal function for transforming quantitative value into
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membership value. The comparison of the proposed Fuzzy Frequent Pattern Tree with DA G with the existing Fuzzy
Frequent Pattern Tree approach is done. Experiments are conducted using support values varying fro m 0.2 to 1.0 and also
by varying records from 20 % to 100% of Mushroom dataset.
As shown in fig 1, analyses for nodes with respect to min imu m support are nodes decreases as support increases in
both existing and proposed method and nodes decreases as support increases in proposed method as compared to existing
method.

Fig 1: Nodes (nos) V/s mini mum support

Fig 2: Execution ti me (milliseconds) V/s mini mum support
Fig 2 shows the execution time of the existing and proposed methods with the min imu m support. As the support value
increases the number of nodes gets reduced with the DAG co mpression method that results in less execution time is
required for mining the data. Our experiment shows that with the support value increases the execution time reduces.
However, it is observed that the execution time of the existing method also reduces with increase in support value but is
much high as co mpared to the proposed method. As the conventional met hod transforms the dataset into fuzzy reg ions
and the pattern mining is done with the bottom-up approach thereby results in more nu mber of nodes and requires more
execution time. In the proposed method the dataset is transformed into the fuzzy reg ions with membership value
followed with the co mpression method. The co mpression method reduces the number of rules that merge the nodes
having same label and same ch ild that result in generation of less number of rules having nodes. Lesser the number of
nodes generated, less is the execution time required.

Fig 3: Execution ti me (milliseconds) V/s records (% ) for 5000 records
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As shown in fig 3, analysis for execution t ime with respect to 5000 records in % of Mushroom dataset is that
execution time increases as records increases in both existing and proposed method and execution t ime taken by
proposed method is less than existing method.
V. CONCLUS ION AND FUTUR E WORK
In this paper, we have considered the important factors such as time and node for finding the frequent itemsets. The
literature survey reviews the performance of the various frequent pattern mining algorith ms on the basis of the approach
made in each algorith m and the data set on which they are applied. The FP tree mining algorithm and the Aprio ri
algorith m are some of the benchmark algorith m in frequent pattern mining. The proposed method tries to address the
problem o f finding frequent patterns from large databases. The approach encapsulates the weight assignment for data
items in the transaction through the membership function conversion and compresses the large conditional patterns with
the merg ing and zero reduction rules in d irected acyclic graph that results in obtain reduced set of patterns. The mining of
the patterns is done for obtaining the optimal patterns as compared to existing method. We have performed and co mpared
with existing approach and found that our approach requires less execution time and optimal rules are generated as
compared to existing approach.
The proposed approach can be enhanced with the minimu m spanning tree approach for more efficient cost value
edges reduction with DA G for better results.
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